Case study

Benefits

OPTIMIZING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
AND HARDWARE TO IMPROVE
COMPANY’S EFFICIENCY

45%

Increased efficiency

Industry: Telecommunications

Tools: SnapLogic, Microsoft
SQL Server

45%

Increased productivity

30%

Improved performance

Background

Challenge

The client is the 6th largest telephone and cable operator in
the USA, operating on the market for more than 20 years.
The users’ number increases over the year, making it to be
among the best telephone and cable USA operators. One
way to keep the success going up and the steady service it
offers is by constantly upgrading the already existing offers,
and adding a new one as the time and technology requires.
But basing the success and functioning solely on upgrading
and adding offers without any investment in the internal
software and hardware is not enough.

Being aware of the points that might hinder the
performance, and the overall business, the client decided to
improve its software and hardware as it was outdated and
inefficient, which as a result reflected on the company’s
efficiency. What they needed was the migration of multiple
SQL Servers to a newer version without losing any
functionality and minimum downtime. The migration
should allow the Client’s IT team to monitor the
performance easily, maintain the databases, and ensure
proper and timely backup.

SOLUTION
The solution included a detailed analysis of the SQL database environments, based on the architecture requirements and
customer’s business objectives. Then it was followed by an upgrade of the SQL Servers which resulted in immediately
improved performance. To improve data security, new security policies using data encryption at rest (Transparent Data
Encryption – TDE) were implemented. The update was performed in a tight timescale with minimum interventions and a
strongly controlled process according to best practices.

Bussiness Outcomes
By implementing the solution which included an upgrade of
the SQL servers, the performance was immediately
improved. Additionally, the introduction of new security
policies provided another layer of data protection, which
made the business compliant with many policies, and made
the security system more reliable and robust.

Key results include:
• Increased efficiency and productivity by 45%
• Improved performance by 30%
• Accelerated database recovery
• Scalable data solution
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